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1000 MyFleurop points (CHF 120.00) 
 
You can collect your reward gift at your nearest Fleurop florist.  
 

 
 
1000 MyFleurop points: bouquet of the month with glass vase, Gottlieber cocoa almonds 
  
This reward gift comprises the bouquet of the month with a glass vase and a round tin of Gottlieber 
cocoa almonds (200 g).  
 
The gently roasted almonds are coated with exquisite chocolate and then sprinkled with the finest 
cocoa powder. 
 
 

 
 
1000 MyFleurop points: "Southern Sun" bouquet, Ripasso Albino Armani DOC red wine, 
Gottlieber cocoa almonds 

This reward gift comprises the "Southern Sun" bouquet with a round tin of Gottlieber cocoa almonds 
(200 g) and a bottle of Ripasso Albino Armani DOC red wine (75 cl).   

The gently roasted almonds are coated with exquisite chocolate and then sprinkled with the finest 
cocoa powder. 
 
Originating from the hilly Valpolicella region, our Ripasso impresses through its structure and 
complexity. The young red wine achieves this during a second fermentation with Amarone marc. 
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1000 MyFleurop points: "Fragrant Poetry" flower arrangement, Swiss blossom honey from 
Bee-Family, Gottlieber Hüppen  

This reward gift comprises the "Fragrant Poetry" flower arrangement with a jar of Swiss blossom 
honey from Bee-Family and a packet of Gottlieber Hüppen "Special Edition for Fleurop". 

Bee-Family honey is of impressively high quality, sourced from Swiss bee-keepers, laboratory tested 
and guaranteed residue-free.  
 
The packet of Gottlieber Hüppen includes eight individually wrapped Premium Hüppen in Irish cream, 
Cappuccino, and Amaretto flavors. Only high-quality, organic, and fairtrade ingredients, virtually all of 
which are certified, are used to make this exquisite Swiss delicacy. 
 
 

 
 

1000 MyFleurop points: Three roses, Amarone Albino Armani DOCG red wine, Gottlieber tea 
gift set 
 
This reward gift comprises three roses in the color of your choice, a bottle of Amarone Albino Armani 
DOCG red wine (75 cl) and a Gottlieber tea gift set with 3 kinds of tea. 
 
Amarone originates from the hilly Valpolicella region. It is rich in aromas and ranks among the great 
red wines of Italy. The wine is produced from partially dried grapes, which lend it a unique 
expressiveness. 
 
The tea gift set contains a high-quality gunpowder green tea, a slightly piquant white tea and a 
refreshing fruit tea. The excellent quality of the gift with oriental-style tea caddies and the practical tea 
infuser will delight the recipients. 
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1000 MyFleurop points: “Just for you” bouquet, Prosecco Albino Armani DOC, Swarovski® 
crystal heart 
 
This reward gift comprises the "Just for you" bouquet accompanied by a bottle of Prosecco Albino 
Armani DOC (75 cl) and a Swarovski® crystal heart. 
 

This elegant Prosecco is grown in the Italian region of Friuli. Here, in the heart of the Carnic Alps, lies 
the DOC region where the Glera grapes thrive. This Prosecco is cultivated by the Armanis, a family 
boasting an impressive four centuries of wine-growing experience. 
 
The heart-shaped Swarovski® crystal pendant come on a black satin necklace in a silver-colored 
organza pouch. Swarovski® crystal heart (Eternal Love): colour crystal, dimension 2.8 cm; satin 
necklace: approx. 40 cm long; necklace extender and clasp made of silver-colored metal: approx. 6 
cm.  
 

 
 
1000 MyFleurop points: Ice bucket “Happy Feelings” with Prosecco Albino Armani DOC, 
Gottlieber Hüppen, bar of chocolate “Heart” from Munz 

This reward gift comprises our specially decorated ice bucket “Happy Feelings” with a bottle of 
Prosecco Albino Armani DOC (75 cl), a packet of Gottlieber Hüppen “Special Edition for Fleurop” and 
a bar of chocolate “Heart” from Munz. 

This elegant Prosecco is grown in the Italian region of Friuli. Here, in the heart of the Carnic Alps, lies 
the DOC region where the Glera grapes thrive. This Prosecco is cultivated by the Armanis, a family 
boasting an impressive four centuries of wine-growing experience. 
 
The packet of Gottlieber Hüppen includes eight individually wrapped Premium Hüppen in Irish cream, 
Cappuccino, and Amaretto flavors. Only high-quality, organic, and fairtrade ingredients, virtually all of 
which are certified, are used to make this exquisite Swiss delicacy. 
 
The lovingly designed gift tin contains a bar (100 g) of the finest Munz Swiss milk chocolate. It is 
made in Switzerland from premium ingredients that simply taste like more.  
 
 
 


